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Structure in the Value Function of Two-Player
Zero-Sum Games of Incomplete Information

Auke J. Wiggers1 and Frans A. Oliehoek2 and Diederik M. Roijers3

Abstract. In this paper, we introduce a new formulation for the
value function of a zero-sum Partially Observable Stochastic Game
(zs-POSG) in terms of a ‘plan-time sufficient statistic‘, a distribution
over joint sets of information. We prove that this value function ex-
hibits concavity and convexity with respect to appropriately chosen
subspaces of the statistic space. We anticipate that this result is a key
pre-cursor for developing solution methods that exploit such struc-
ture. Finally, we show that the formulation allow us to reduce a finite
zs-POSG to a ‘centralized’ model with shared observations, thereby
transferring results for the latter (narrower) class of games to games
with individual observations.

1 Introduction

The zero-sum Partially Observable Stochastic Game (zs-POSG) is
a model for multi-agent decision making under uncertainty in zero-
sum sequential games where the state changes over time, and the
agents simultaneously choose actions at every stage based on indi-
vidual observations. In this work, we prove the existence of structural
properties of the zs-POSG value function, which may be exploited to
make reasoning about these models more tractable.

We take inspiration from recent work for collaborative settings
which has shown that it is possible to summarize the past joint policy
using so called plan-time sufficient statistics [6], which can be inter-
preted as the belief of a special type of Partially Observable Markov
Decision Process (POMDP) to which the collaborative Decentralized
POMDP (Dec-POMDP) can be reduced [1, 4, 5]. This enabled tack-
ling these problems using solution methods for POMDPs, leading to
increases in scalability [1].

We extend these results for Dec-POMDPs to the zs-POSG set-
ting by presenting three contributions. First, a definition of the value
function of a zs-POSG in terms of distributions over information
called plan-time sufficient statistics. Second, a proof that the formu-
lation allows for a generalization over the statistics: on every stage,
the value function exhibits concavity and convexity in different sub-
spaces of statistic-space. Third, a reduction of the zs-POSG to a Non-
Observable Stochastic Game, which in turn allows us to show that
certain properties previously proven for narrower classes of games
generalize to the more general zs-POSG considered here. This is the
first work that gives insight in how the value function of a zs-POSG
generalizes over the space of plan-time sufficient statistics. We argue
that this result may open up the route for new solution methods.
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2 Model definition

Definition 1. A finite zs-POSG is defined as a tuple P =
〈h, I,S,A,O, T,O,R, b0〉:

• h is the (finite) horizon,
• I = {1, 2} is the set of 2 agents,
• S is the finite set of states s,
• A = A1 ×A2 is the finite set of joint actions a = 〈a1, a2〉,
• O = O1 ×O2 is the finite set of joint observations o = 〈o1, o2〉,
• T is the transition function Pr(st+1|st, at),
• O is the observation function Pr(ot+1|st+1, at),
• R : S ×A× S → R is the reward function for agent 1,
• b0 ∈ Δ(S) is the initial probability distribution over states.

In the zs-POSG, we aim to find rational strategies (i.e., maxmin-
strategies) and the value of the game (i.e., the expected sum of re-
wards when agents follow the said strategies). Let a pure policy for
agent i be a mapping from individual action-observation histories
(AOHs) �θti = 〈a0

i , o
1
i , . . . , a

t−1
i , oti〉 to actions. Let a stochastic pol-

icy for agent i be a mapping from individual AOHs to a probability
distribution over actions, denoted as πi(a

t
i|�θti). An individual pol-

icy defines action selection of one agent on every stage of the game,
and is essentially a sequence of individual decision rules (one-stage
policies) πi = 〈δ0i . . . δh−1

i 〉. We define the past individual policy as
a tuple of decision rules ϕt

i = 〈δ0i , . . . , δt−1
i 〉, and define the tuple

containing decision rules from stage t to h as the partial individual
policy πt

i = 〈δti , . . . , δh−1
i 〉. Rational policies are denoted π∗.

We assume perfect recall, i.e., agents recall their own past actions
and observations, and assume that all elements of the game are com-
mon knowledge among the agents. We will use the term ‘value func-
tion’ for a function that captures the future expected rewards under a
rational joint policy.

3 Structure in zs-POSG Value Function

It is theoretically possible to convert a zs-POSG to normal form and
solve it using standard methods, but this is infeasible in practice.
An alternative is to convert the zs-POSG to an extensive form game
(EFG) and solve it in sequence form [3]. While this is more efficient
than the NFG route, it is often still intractable: the resulting EFG
is huge since its size depends on the number of full histories (tra-
jectories of joint actions, joint observations, and states) [8]. Instead,
in this section, we give a value function formulation in terms of a
so-called plan-time sufficient statistic (originally used in the collab-
orative Dec-POMDP setting [6]). We show that this value function
exhibits a potentially exploitable structure at every stage of the game.
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Definition 2. The plan-time sufficient statistic for a general past
joint policy ϕt, assuming b0 is known, is a distribution over joint
AOHs: σt(�θt) � Pr(�θt|b0, ϕt).

The zs-POSG Q-value function at the final stage h − 1 reduces to
the immediate reward function: We define the Q-value for all other
stages as:

Q∗t (σ
t, �θt, δt) � R(�θt, δt) +

∑

at

∑

ot+1

Pr(�θt+1|�θt, δt)

Q∗t+1(σ
t+1, �θt+1, δt+1∗). (1)

Q∗t (σ
t, δt) �

∑

�θt

σt(�θt)Q∗t (σ
t, �θt, δt). (2)

Here, σt+1 is found using the statistic update rule: σt+1(�θt+1) �
Pr(ot+1|�θt, at)δt(at|�θt)σt(�θt).

Lemma 1. σt is a sufficient statistic for the value of the zs-POSG, i.e.
Q∗t (σ

t, �θt, δt) = Q∗t (ϕ
t, �θt, δt), ∀t ∈ 0 . . . h− 1, ∀�θt ∈ �Θt, ∀δt.

Proof. See [9].

We can now define the value function of the zs-POSG in terms of σt:

V ∗t (σt) � max
δt1∈ΔS

1

min
δt2∈ΔS

2

Q∗t (σ
t, 〈δt1, δt2〉). (3)

Although we have identified the value at a single stage of the game,
implementing a backwards inductive approach directly is still not
possible, since the space of statistics is continuous and we do not
know how to represent V ∗t (σt). This paper takes a first step at re-
solving this problem by investigating the structure of V ∗t (σt).

We decompose the plan-time sufficient statistic in marginal
and conditional terms for agent 1 as σt(〈�θt1, �θt2〉) =

σt
m,1(�θ

t
1)σ

t
c,1(�θ

t
2|�θt1) (similar for agent 2), and show that the

value function is concave in marginal-space for agent 1, Δ(�Θt
1), and

convex in marginal-space for agent 2, Δ(�Θt
2).

Theorem 1. V ∗t is concave in Δ(�Θt
1) for a given σt

c,1, and convex
in Δ(�Θt

2) for a given σt
c,2.

Proof. See [9].

Figure 1 provides intuition on how the concepts are related. Each
‘slice’ in statistic-space corresponds to a single conditional σt

c,1

(σt
c,2) and a marginal-space. The value function exhibits a concave

(convex) shape on this slice, and is comprised of linear segments that
each correspond to a partial policy πt

i of the opposing agent.

σt-space
σt
c,1-space σt

m,1-space

Vt πt
2
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σt
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Figure 1: An abstract visualization of the decomposition of statistic-space
into marginal-space and conditional-space.

The importance of this theorem is that it suggests ways to (approxi-
mately) represent V ∗t (σt). As our formulation preserves the structure
of the game, it allows us to make statements about how value gen-
eralizes as a function of the information distribution. Thus, it may
enable the development of new solution methods for zs-POSGs.

4 Reduction to NOSG

Similar to how the use of sufficient statistics allows a Dec-POMDP
to be reduced to a special type of (centralized) POMDP [1, 4, 5, 7],
it turns out that, through the use of sufficient statistics, any finite
zs-POSG can be reduced to a game to which we refer as a Non-
Observable Stochastic Game (NOSG): a stochastic game with a sin-
gle, shared NULL observation, where the joint AOH acts as the state.
We give the full NOSG definition in [9].

In the NOSG model, agents condition their choices on the joint
belief over augmented states ḃ ∈ Δ(Ṡ), which corresponds to the be-
lief over joint AOHs captured in the statistic σt ∈ Δ(Θt). As such, a
value function formulation for the NOSG can be given in accordance
with (3). This indicates that properties of ‘zero-sum stochastic games
with shared observations’ [2] also hold for finite zs-POSGs.

5 Conclusions

We present a structural result on the shape of the value function
of two-player zero sum Partially Observable Stochastic Games (zs-
POSG). We define the zs-POSG value function in terms of an infor-
mation distribution called the sufficient plan-time statistic, and prove
that this value function exhibits concavity (convexity) in the space of
marginal statistics of the maximizing (minimizing) agent. Thus, our
formulation enables us to make statements about how value general-
izes as a function of the information distribution. Lastly, we showed
how the results allow us to reduce our finite zs-POSG to a stochas-
tic game with shared observations, thereby transferring properties of
this narrower class of games to the finite zs-POSG case.
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